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Abstract
We propose a speech input interface for the Mobility Support
Geographic Information System (GIS). This GIS can provide
optimal paths to destinations with information on barrier and
barrier-free objects related to sidewalks for all pedestrians, es-
pecially elderly people and disabled people. We have created
a speech input interface for the GIS, and evaluated it for el-
derly people. Results indicated that speech input is much easier
than mouse input for them, especially for half of them who have
difficulty in using PCs. We also investigated elderly peoples’
behavior toward a dialog system by using Wizard of Oz. In
this experiment, we applied several dialog styles, user-initiated,
system-initiated, with/without the application. Experiment re-
sults show that their behavior is dependent on their own experi-
ence with computers.

1. Introduction
It is necessary especially for elderly and disabled people to be
supported in their mobility by providing relevant information.
The Mobility Support Geographic Information System (GIS)
has been developed to provide barrier and barrier-free informa-
tion on maps[1]. Since it can support all pedestrians in selecting
barrier-free roads, it is certainly helpful for elderly and disabled
people. This GIS is currently implemented as a Java application
with a standard GUI, enabling users to operate it with a mouse
and a keyboard. This, however, is inconvenient for elderly and
disabled people.

One solution is a speech input interface based on speech
recognition technology, which can provide a more natural inter-
face. This kind of interface has already been applied to many
applications, and its effectiveness has been demonstrated. For
example, in [2], a speech input interface was introduced for a
drawing software and evaluated by test subjects. In [3], a sys-
tem for telephone directory assistance with a speech input, a
mouse and a keyboard was proposed and evaluated. In this pa-
per, we introduce a speech input interface to the GIS. However,
some problems still remain because the user needs to learn how
to use this interface and how to say the speech commands, and
it may be difficult for the main target users of this application,
elderly people to use it. Therefore, in this paper, we evaluate
our GIS speech input interface for elderly users.

Furthermore, our GIS speech input interface can only use
limited commands. However, people usually speak in many
different styles to communicate with others, and it is still dif-
ficult for current ASR technology to recognize utterances with
various natural speaking styles. Many problems will occur if

we make a dialog system on the same task as the GIS. Thus
to extend our knowledge about human behavior, we investigate
elderly peoples’ behavior toward a dialog system.

The speech project in Oxford Brookes University has been
investigating speech interaction for elderly people[4][5]. They
suggest a lot of things from the general view. We also obtained
some additional knowledge from our interface evaluation and
our dialog experiments for elderly people.

In this paper, we describe the speech input for the Mobility
Support GIS including barrier and barrier-free maps in Section
2. We evaluate this interface for elderly people who are the
main target users of this GIS in Section 3, and in Section 4, we
also investigate elderly peoples’ behavior toward a dialog sys-
tem by using Wizard of Oz. Finally, we provide our conclusion
in Section 5.

2. Mobility Support Geographic
Information System

The Mobility Support GIS includes the Barrier-Free Map
(BFM), which contains barrier information and barrier-free in-
formation related to a map. The GIS can indicate the optimal
path between a departure point and a destination considering
the user’s body status, such as needing an electric wheelchair,
a stick, the need to avoid crowded paths, and so on. The slot
of user’s “body status” is introduced to consider user’s situa-
tion during walking. For example, users with a wheelchair can-
not pass narrow sidewalks and thus should select wider side-
walks. It is very helpful for elderly people and disabled persons
to consider each person’s conditions. The BFM has barrier and
barrier-free information, and the GIS can designate a path to
avoid such barriers. Figure 1 shows an example path devised by
the GIS. The upper path is for an electric wheelchair user, and
the other is for a stick user. The lower path is too narrow for an
electric wheelchair to pass through.

Figure 2 illustrates the dialog box for a search by place
name. It includes slots for body status, departure point, and
destination. The departure point and destination need to be clas-
sified by place names, and users should select one class of place
name before selecting an exact place name; the GIS provides
a list of place names included in the selected class. Users can
then select a place name. This is for a standard GUI system.
This dialog box also has a speech input interface that employs
using push-to-talk, whereby users can directly select an exact
place name through the speech input interface.
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Figure 1: Examples of the optimal paths devised by the GIS.
The upper (red) line shows a path from Keihan-Shijo station to
Kaburenjo for an electric wheelchair user, and the lower (blue)
line shows a path for a stick user.
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Figure 2: The dialog box for a search by place name.

2.1. Speech input interface for the GIS

As speech input for this application, the GIS, we created a vo-
cabulary including about Japanese 150 words constituting place
names and commands. The format of speech commands is
“body status is ...,” “departure place is ...,” “destination is ...,”
and so on, in Japanese. The interface uses push-to-talk to record
utterances at this time. Users need to push a key for recogni-
tion. Users need to train for these two actions to operate this
interface.

3. Evaluation of speech interface
3.1. Evaluation for elderly persons

Ten Japanese elderly persons in sixties to seventies attempted
to operate our system as test subjects. We asked each subject to
perform the following three patterns.

• Use the mouse input only.

• Use the speech input only.

• Use both of them when possible.

They were divided into two groups. One group attempted the
tasks in the order of (1) mouse, (2) speech, and (3) both, while
the other group did them in the order of (1) speech, (2) mouse,
and (3) both. Each assignment means one scene with three
pieces of target information: body status, a departure point, and
a destination. Each test subject completed ten assignments for
each pattern. We created tree assignment sequences aligned ran-
domly and applied them at almost the same frequency.

We asked test subjects to perform these assignments as
quickly and efficiently as they could. First, a staff member
showed them how to use each input method. Second, each test
subject attempted the assignments with the staff’s help from the
second to the fourth trial. From the fifth trial, the staff did not
help them.

We define that the time to complete each scene is the sum
of the following duration.

• From opening the dialog box to starting the search.

• From opening the dialog box for another search to start-
ing the next search.

3.2. Experimental setup and off-line recognition perfor-
mance

For acoustic models, we adopted speaker-adapted models. A
gender-dependent model for younger ages (20s–50s) was also
used. Three models were applied simultaneously during recog-
nition, and one candidate with the maximal likelihood was se-
lected as a result. As the training data of the baseline acous-
tic model, we used phonetic balanced sentences uttered by 400
speakers, giving about 20,000 utterances in total. A HMM with
1,400 states and 10 mixture components was produced by the
ML-SSS algorithm[6], and the gender-dependent model was
created from this model. For the adaptation data, 100 utterances
from phonetic balanced sentences were used for each speaker.
In this case, the MAP-VFS algorithm[7] was used for speaker
adaptation. The sampling rate in this experiment was 16kHz,
the frame length was 20 ms, and the frame shift was 10 ms.
Feature parameters were a 12-order MFCC, 12-order ∆MFCC,
and ∆ log power. In addition, cepstrum mean subtraction was
applied to each utterance. For evaluation data, we used 21 ut-
terances for each speaker extracted from this GIS task. The av-
erage values of keyword correctness rates by the off-line speech
recognizer were 95.97% for the baseline models and 97.58%
for the adapted models.

3.3. Experimental results of interface evaluation

The column “All” in Table 1 indicates the average time taken
to complete each scene from the second trial to the tenth trial
for the ten elderly subjects, while Fig. 3 illustrates the average
time to complete each trial. In this figure, the three lines without
marks represent the three values in Table 1. Since the first trials
include attempts assisted by the staff, those attempts are not
included in these average values.

As Table 1 shows, the mouse input takes 2.4 times longer
than the speech input; speech input is obviously much faster
than mouse input. Four attempts only, “body status,” “departure
point,” “destination,” and “start to search,” are needed for the
speech input, whereas for the mouse input, 11 clicks are needed
per scene because two clicks – selecting a slot and an item –
are needed for one selection, and a place classification needs
to be selected for both a departure point and a destination. In
contrast, for speech input it is only necessary to push one key.
That means users do not need to move their hands.

On the other hand, speech input generally needs to be re-
peated when recognition errors occur. In this experiment, many
people had to speak the inputs again, though they could input
the correct commands after several trials. Figure 3 shows that
even elderly people can learn and use speech input faster than
mouse input.

Table 1: Average time to complete each scene from second trial
to tenth trial for ten elderly subjects.

Average time [s]
All PC users (S1) PC non-users (S2)

Mouse 93.2 75.2 120.3
Speech 38.6 37.3 40.5
Both 41.6 36.2 49.8
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Figure 3: Average time to complete each trial.
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Figure 4: PC-experience-dependent average time to complete
each trial.
3.4. Average time depending on PC experience

Six subjects had some personal computer experience, and three
of them were daily PC users. Of the remaining test subjects,
some had used a PC only a few times, and some never used one
until this experiment.

The right side of Table 1 shows the average time depend-
ing on PC experience. Figure 4 also shows the PC-experience-
dependent average time to complete each trial. For the mouse
input, a “PC non-user (S2)” took about 1.6 times as long as a
“PC user (S1).” The difference between “PC users (S1)” and
“PC non-users (S2)” via speech input was smaller than that by
the mouse input. When using both inputs, subjects in the “PC
users (S1)” group could input commands a little bit faster than
by speech input alone, but the “PC non-users (S2)” group could
not reduce the time when using both inputs. “PC users (S1)”
could select an input method efficiently, whereas “PC non-users
(S2)” were puzzled when selecting an input method.

We also evaluated the differences of average values be-
tween S1 and S2 by using Welch’s t-test. The significance prob-
abilities of the t-distribution were P = 0.0005 for the mouse,
0.478 for the speech input, and 0.007 for the use of both in-
puts. Comparing with a 5% significant level, the results of
the mouse input and the use of both displayed significant dif-
ferences, whereas there was no significant difference for the
speech input.

4. Dialog experiments by elderly people
using Wizard of Oz

In the previous section, we only considered very simple speech
input by using speech input commands. A dialog system, how-
ever, can be considered as a user-friendlier interface for every-
one. Instead of merely accepting speech commands, such a sys-
tem should ask users about their condition and pick up their
requirements. Currently, we do not know how users, especially
elderly people, would react to such a dialog system; it may be
difficult for elderly people to follow such a system. Therefore,
we investigated behavior by elderly people toward a dialog sys-
tem by applying the Wizard of Oz method.

4.1. Dialog patterns

We investigated the following two points: (1) showing or not
showing the GIS application, and (2) user initiative or sys-
tem initiative. For point (1), if the search dialog box of the
GIS application is shown during dialogs, users can understand
what they should say to the dialog system and thus may change
their speaking style. For (2), users may speak naturally for
user-initiated dialogs but may just speak keywords for system-
initiated dialogs.

Therefore, we applied the following five patterns.

1. The application is not shown during conversations.

(a) User-initiated dialog

(b) System-initiated dialog

2. The application is shown during conversations.

(a) User-initiated dialog

(b) System-initiated dialog

3. The application is not shown during conversations.

(a) User-initiated dialog

Each pattern was attempted three times for each test subject.
First, some sentences that describe one scene are shown to each
test subject. These sentences included information unimportant
for this task. Second, each subject uttered a given body condi-
tion, a departure point, and a destination to the system. In the
user-initiated dialog, the system waits for the user’s utterances
and replies when a user says something. The system continues
to obtain all conditions from user’s utterances. In the system-
initiated dialog, the system asks a user each condition one by
one. It also continues to obtain all conditions. In the first pat-
tern (1. (a), (b)), the dialog box of the GIS application is not
shown. Test subjects do not know that the conversations are de-
pendent on the dialog box. In the second pattern (2. (a), (b)), the
dialog box is shown to a subject. Some of the subjects may un-
derstand that the conversations are dependent on this dialog box
and what they should say. The third pattern (3. (a)) is the same
as 1. (a). However, through these experiments, subjects may
find that this dialog system just accepts three items, and may
understand what they should say. Therefore, their conversation
durations will be decreased.

In this experiment, a user enters a soundproof room and
cannot see the staff who plays a role. The user can only listen
to system responses through headphones, and can speak to the
system through a headset microphone.

For system responses, the typing texts and speech synthesis
require more time. We created HTML documents include links
to synthesized speech to reply quickly to users’ utterances. The
synthesized speech includes many typical responses and target
conditions, i.e., place names and body conditions. We used the
female voice of XIMERA[8] developed by ATR as the speech



synthesizer. Twenty Japanese elderly people (60s–80s) partici-
pated in this dialog experiment as test subjects. Fifteen scenes
were randomly applied to each person.

4.2. Result analysis

Figure 5 displays the average dialog durations for each scene.
The dialog duration includes user and system responses. The
horizontal line indicates the scene number, and its order is the
same as the order of the dialog pattern. Each dialog pattern
includes three scenes. This figure includes a dashed line that
represents the average durations for each dialog pattern, that is,
the average for three scenes. The difference between the user-
initiated dialog and the system-initiated dialog was about 20 sec
without the application, and about 15 sec with it. The dialog
durations were reduced by the system-initiated dialog. The dif-
ference between dialogs with the application and without it was
about 10 sec for the user-initiated dialog. These results indi-
cates that most subjects changed their speaking style according
to the system’s responses. In the third pattern 3. (a), it is the
same pattern as 1. (a), but dialog durations were decreased. It
shows that most of subjects could understand what this system
needs and what they should say.
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Figure 5: Average dialog durations for each scene.

Furthermore, we classified the test subjects into three
groups according to their PC experience: “PC user,” “PC be-
ginner,” and “no PC experience,” as in Table 2. Figure 6 shows
the PC experience-dependent average of dialog duration in the
same manner as Figure 5. “PC users” decreased their duration
greatly in the pattern with the application because such GUIs
were familiar to them, plus they could understand the system’s
behavior. On the other hand, for “PC beginners,” the differ-
ence between the user-initiated and the system-initiated dialog
was large, but there was no notable difference between the cases
with and without the application; they could not obtain any in-
formation from the application display. Moreover, the depen-
dency on the dialog pattern was very low for the “no PC ex-
perience” group. They wanted to explain all of their situations
and did not pay attention to the system’s questions even if the
pattern was for the system-initiated dialogs. In questionnaires
about these experiments, most persons in this group answered
that they did not like system-initiated dialogs but they liked the
user-initiated dialogs because they could talk freely. For these
persons, system-initiated dialogs are too constrained to follow
them.

5. Conclusions
We evaluated the speech input of the Mobility Support Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS) for elderly people, who are

Table 2: Frequency of using PCs.
Frequency of using PCs # of persons Notation

a few times per week 4 PC user
a few times per year 9 PC beginner

Never use 7 No PC experience
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Figure 6: PC experience-dependent average dialog durations for
each scene.
main target of this application. Results indicated that speech in-
put was much faster than mouse input even for elderly people.
They could learn how to use the speech input and how to say the
speech commands within ten trials. Additionally, experiments
showed that the time to complete each scene via mouse input is
dependent on each person’s PC experience.

Furthermore, we investigated elderly peoples’ behavior to-
ward a dialog system. We applied user/system-initiated dialogs
with/without the application to them. We found that their speak-
ing styles are dependent on their own PC experience.
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